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FOREWORD,

.

A major goal of the Right to Read Program has been to disseminate
information about the status of literal/ education, successful products,
practices and current research finding in order to improve the instruction of ,
reading. Over the year's, a central vehicle for dissemination have been Right to
Read conferences and seminars. In June 197 approximately 350 Right to
Read project directors and staff from State anti local education and nonprofit
agencies convened in Washington, D.O. to consider Literacy: Meeting the
Challenge.

The conference focused on:three major areas: --,

examinatiOn of current literacy problems issues
.

. . ..
assessment of accomplishments and, potential resolutions regajd-
ing

,.., .literacy issues; and ,

exchange and dissemination of iikas and materials on successful
.t..practices toward ,increasing literacy in the UnitedStates. .

All levels, of education, preschool through adult, were considered.

The response to the Conference was such that we have decided to pubah the'
papers in a series of individual publications. Additional titles in the-series are
listed separately as well as directions for ordering copies.
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Overview

SUMMARY

1
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Despite the indignities andpotential abuses attendant upon the practice of
labelling reading disabilities, the, alternative of adopting the single generic
label "learning disabilities" has, two large disadvantages: diagnostic
imprecision and political ineffectiveness. This paper first presents' the
etiological diversity of reading and learning disorder's By instancing thOse
emanating from sociolisychological factors and then those emanating from
psychophysiological factors. It next presents the approach to labelling
developed by the Disabled Reader Committee of the International Reading
Association, anrapproach that involves using thet generic term "learning
disorders," but restricting its, application to the so-called "hard-Core" child.
After indicating the preparation individuals need to work with thi; child aid
the failure of current certification programs to provide it, the paper.discusses
the practical difficulties of obtaining 'financial support for learning-disabled
children unlesg they-are specifically'labelled. It concludes by looking forward

Ito a' form of certification that IV accommodate both seneral expertise in
L4ea,rning disabilities and special expertise in reading skills.

,
, .

-
types of Reading Disorders

Depending uppn their etiology, reading and learning disorders'may require
different types of intervention. Uhe can 'construct an arbitrary dichotomy
between those considered to emanate from external, sociripsychblogical
factors aiuLihose considered to emanate from internal, psychopysioldgical

. factors. The former category includes adverse edudational situationsthe
cause of the vast majority of readingproblems. It also includes problems in the.

.fehild's home situation, both concomitants of cultural 4privation and
parental attitudes that induce resentment, guilt, and a sense of inadequacy.
The latter includes the child's general pliysical d'Ondition and specific vis
auditory, endocrinological, and neurological disorders.

Labels `

4

Though labels may dehumanize, stigmatize, and moreover exclude from
treatment children who need it, they are an inevitable outcome of tebrough
diagnosis; and effective treatment ,depends upon valid diagnosis.
FurdermOre, legislators do not incline to provide financial support for

' children whose handicaps are not Precisely labelled. Therefore, representing
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the Disabled Reader Committee of the International Reading Association,
the author proposes the Sdoption4of the label "Learning Disorders." On

it the one hand, it would encompass all severe learning disorders, though
reading disability would probably'be the mostinipoctant. Onithe other hand,
it would,refer only to the so-called "hard-core" child.

'"
Competency To Treat Severe Reading Disabilities

Conventional certification programs have not prepared specialists to treat
the "hard-core" child with a reading disability. Instead, the competencies
required have been divided between reading specialists, v.hos'e general
background is elementary. and secondaiy education, and learning disability
teachers, whose general background is special education. The one may know
Hide about handicapped children, the other little about reading. Individuals
interested in v.orkint with "hard-coil" children must familiarize themselves
with areas outside their original training. The author offers a partial liSt of
areas they should study. Organizations are now v.orking. to specify the
competencies that would qualify individuals who, are prepared to deal with

'severe reading disabilities and w ho are both generalists and specialists. The
federation of such organizations would help break down the disfunctional
dichotomy between reading and learning disabilities.

6
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SCAN THE SGHOOLS MEET TH ITgRACY NE1DS
OF THE HANDICAP ED?.

In the twenty years or so that I have beeninvolved with severe reaaingnd
related learning disabilities, the professional shifts of opinion have been ,

alternately amusing, frightening, ridiculous, and tragic. Ten or fifteen years
ago when a child with a severe reading disability was brought to a clinic or to a
private practitioner, the odds w ere extremely high that he would be labelled as -
having some type of personality disturbance. There was absolutely nothing ni
the psychological and psychoanalytic literature that could not be used to
explain the etiology, and the sustenance of the reading disability. Thus, we

heard sqch terms as -maternal dominance, the passive father, unresolved
oedipal strivings, the passive-aggressive child, the oral character, etc.,all
of these "labels" to explain the naturq of the reading disability and why the
child could not learn. No wonder that so many teachers became frightened to
even approach 71 child who had been so labelled -after all, she might upse*?..
the already flimsy structure of the child's personality apparatus. Better to let .
him continue to have the kreadini difficulties at least he would be a
happy nonreader.

A number of years ago the pendulum shiftedand how it shifted! Slowly,
like a sleeping dragon that had been awakened, this basically aniorphAs but
powerful concept of organicity reared its uglytead. Now the teacher (and the
diagnostician) suddenly found himself enveloped in a whole new set of labels.
According to where you were geographically, the child could be classified
,variously as having minimal cerebral dysfunction, minimal brain damage,
hyperactivity, perceptual handicap, primary reading retardation, dyslexia,
and even minimal desynchronization syndrome. If the teacher was fearful

«before, what did she feel now? It was as if she had to be a physician or perhaps' a neurologist to 'work with the child.4ore significantly, we-had silrrply found
a whole new set of wastepaper basket terms behind which we could conceal
our ignor4nce and our inabilit to deal with the basic educational problems of
the child.

a

Perhaps as a' feaetion to th indiscriminate use Of strch labels as the ones
mentioned earlier, some educti ors (supported, in,part, by other professional
disciplines and even more strdngly hy special interest grdups) have proposed a
single unitary label of "learning disabilities." While the drive to move away
from The often inaccurate "labelling" of children . is piaiseworthy, the
conceptualization of a circumscribed area of learning disability is snore than
questionable. There are so many diffelent kinds of reading and learning
disorders, and, eachlipay require different types of intervention.

3
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Wcould,'for,example, construct an arbitrary dichotomy based upon the
p'cissible etiologies of severe reading disability and related learning disorders. \
On the one hand, we could include all aspects which are considered to emanate,
from influences external to the child" (sociopsychological factor's). In this \
category, we would, .inchide such causes as adverse educational situations.
Probably the greatest cause for the mild learning problems is to be found in
the group of conditions which might be classified as educational. The vast
majority of Leading problems are brought aboUt by ineffective teaching or
some other deficiency in the educational situation. 0 ncc the child has begun to
have some probltm in schoorokis deficiencies are exacerbated because he does
not have the skills,tu acquire new learning. In turn, he feels inadequ'ate and

?frustrated, which interferes with his ability to attend,and to concentrate and
increases the probability that he Will not learn.

The major enl, ironmental SBuation affecting the child 's progress in learning -

is the school environment. However, there may be disturbances in the child's
current home situation which may shave a devastating effect upon his learning
ability Often a child from a low socioeconomic environment does not have
an adult model with wham he can identify and who appears to becathected to
learning. Most children want to emulate adults v,ho command power, status,
and prestige. Children desire these intangible goals but often do not knout how
to obtain them. The child from a low socioeconomic environment often does
not see his pare tics someone who values intellectual mastery.

Some children,experJence 'difficulty in learning because of inadequate'
cognitiv &stimulation durjng the early years. The culturally deprived child
does not experience the same impetus to ego dev elopment as is experienced by
the child from a more stimulating environment. On the whole, the child has
had limited Contact with 'die "outside v, wird." He has experienced less '
opportunity to listen to the kinclof complex speech that v, ill enhance his own
vocabulary development. His conceptual repertoire is quite limited.

In addition to the limited conceptual background, children from culturally
deprived areas are often not prepared for the kind of learning attitude which is
necessary for success in the classroom. There is little motivation on their part
to conform to the rules and regulationy,hich are so foreign to their own
upbringing. They tend to react to this unnatural situation with disdain,
suspiciousness, and an unv,illinghess to sublimate their own impulses.

The attitudes of the pareilltal figu'res toward the child play an ektremely
influential role in determining his receptiv ity to the learning process. There are
families in which undue emphasis has been placed upon the necessity for
school achievement. The child very earls/ in life learns that it is extremely
important for him to achieve in order to maintain an adeluate relationship
with fhe mother figure. When a child begins, to desphir of ever completely
gaining his parents' approval, he may withdraw from the struggle.

4 '
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Some children unconsciously use learning, or rather not learning, as a
weapon to express resentment toward the parental figures. It is an effective
weapon and one over which the child maintains complete control. Nobody
can mike him learn if he does not want to. The'older child who is angry at his
parents may use nonlearning as a two-edged swordhe punishes his parents
andalso himself. He kls so guilty because of his resentment toward the
parents that he must appwse his guilt through self-punishment.

In the second major category, we may consider those etiological factors
which primarily emanate froni within the child (psychophysiological factors).
In this area, we would incliKle the child's general physical status, both visual
and _auditory. problems, ehdocrinological factOrs, as well as disorders of
the central nervous system It should be kept in mind that an early insult to the
central nervous systemsbonstitutes a severe threali, to the integrity of the
organism and may brihg about deficiencies in the Arimary ego apparatuses
which, in turn, interfeoe with the, child's ability to interact with his
environment in ap adaptive manner.

o

It would be extremelyftempting at this point to simply recommend that we
abolish all labels that dehumanize and stigmatize both children and ttleir.
families. But herein lies the core of the professional dilemma. How can we do
this without taking afty the very support that has allowed us to provide
assistance for children-Tit h special learning needs?

The use of noxious categorical labels in the public schools with categories
too narrow and too inflexible exclude many children who desire admission td
many programs There are places in this country, where children who hhve
severe reading problemg.'cannof be taught by the reading teacher because,
according to certain criteria, the children have fo be seen by the learning
disability specialist.

Professionals,spartictilarly those trained in a* medical orientation, argue
that labels do after all refer to problems. Labels are an inevitable outcome of a
thorough diagnosis of a child's specific strengths and weaknesses. I myself '
have written elsewhere that "diagnosis is all too important an undertaking to
be vitiated by a superfiCiaj eclectic approach. The choice of intervention and
the efficacy. of treatment depends on the validity of the diagnosis.". Most
important of all. very often these handicapped children must be identified and
labelled if we are going tlo have the clout to influence legislators to provide
necessary financial supppu.

As Chairman- of- the-Disabled Reader Committee of the International
Reading Association, I: have become acutely aware of the tremendolls
difficulties in wrestling with the whole concept of labelling. The man and
women of this committee have literally sat for hours agreeing and yet
disagreeing I am talkingidow aboht men and women who represent a variety

5
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of professional disciplines and who have lid extraordinary experience in the
, field of leading disability. And Nket all of us have had to recognize hOW ii.qty

difficult it is to come up with a solution that will guard against using labels tat
categorize children, and yet at the same time not jeopardize the funds that
must' be made available for these children in order for them to receive
appropriate treatment..

c,
I would like to present a method of approaching this problem which.

represents the thinking of the Disabled Reader Committee as well as a number
of other organizations That deal with severe learning problems. I wbuld
suggest that the broad general heading be "Learning Disorders," and that
we refer -here to the so-called "hard-tore" child. In actuality, there are differ-
ent kinds of severe learning disorders. Probably the most important type of
learning disorder would be severe reading disability. At the same time, we
must accept the fact that there are some children w ho haveilearning disorders
whith are not reading disabilities. Included, therefore, in the broad general
heading of learning disorder's would be arithmetic ,problems, language
problems, and the so-called StraUss syndrome. In the latter category, we
consider those children who are hy peractIve,- hy perdistraclihle, disinhibited,
and who generally have problems in impulse control.

s 1 '

. The more at this point in history in terms of teacher certification in special
education is toward approval of university plOgramkby the State Department
of Education. There is a nose away from the simple accumulation of credits
and Tore lodking at comperentie's necessary to teach Children, who have
severe learning,disabilities, Historically, the training of the reading specialist
has come out of the regular elementary and secondary education departments
where its certification has merely been through the regular Department of
Education. On the bther hand, the learning 'disability teacher or specialist
certification requirements hav e come out of the field of special education'. This
hasraised definite probletfist For example, if we want to hire a teacher in
Pennsylvania, we must hire a teacher who lias a degree in special education.
This teacher May have had one course in the teaching of reading and knows
very,'very little about how to teach a child, with a severe reading disability.
This; of course, is ridiculous. Any person who is certifiethas a, learning
disability specialist should have had considerabletraining in the area of
reading disability..

,
.. . , .-

For those individuals who are interested in wocking with these hard-core,
youngsters, whether the originakraining has beeein reading or has been in
another area, it is important to learn something about the other areas. People
who
great

been primarily trained in ora language disorders should learn a
great deal niore about reading difficul es, The psychologist who has been
trained in behavioral nfenagement onld learn more :about_ language
problems. Reading people must also dd to their own *artnamentarium.

e .., -
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The following constitutes a partial list of areas which must be studied. the,
'differences between articulation and developmental disorders, dialect and
'developmental disorders; and syntax and' semantics., Mere must be learned
about child development, language development, egodevelopment, motor
development, social development, and perional developmentsWe should
learn moi-e4about the-'concept of localisation of brain`function. We should
know more about the anatomy and physiology of the visual and auditory

, systems to identify per ipheral_and central cl,sfunction, We'should learn about
stress-induced -visual problems versus organic visual pr,Oblems. \keshould,

know something about the differeqe between 'perceptual trainingand visual
, training.

About fifteen yearago a definition for learning disabdities'w as proposed.
It 'was abOut fifteen words long. About one year later there was another
definition offered which was 25 words long. The most recent definition on
learning disabilities is something. like 75 3r 76 v.orcis long. We ate not really
learning more about learning disabilitiestKv e are simply hay mg more difficulty
in defining`the condition I would be very tempted to try to eliminate all labels

. in working with children. But again, v.e have to be more practical.

Ihei-e are many States in thg country that provide financial suppok for
children who ha've-"learning disabilities." In Pennsy Ivania fqr example, if a
child is classified as.neurologically impaired, the parents are entitled to a sum
of S3,50130.1 year for the child's education Ile child may go to any :private ".
school in Pennsylv ania v.here.there are the special facilities-4o work with these-
children°, and_the paiehts will receive $3,500 fqr his special educatiOn. If the
child is classifieti As socially and emotionally disturbed, the parents are helped
to the tune of $3,300. I do not icno- v. why a child who is,socially and'
emotionally disturbed is worth $200 less than a, child who is nikurologically

'impaired, particularly since it is 'very often ektremely difficult to distinguish
between the two.

In essence what we are doing, is allowing legislators to diagnose our
children This is not good Yet I am certain that many would like for children
to have this -kind of help Or perhaps public schools should'simply have the
facilities to provide for the special needs'of children with severe .'learning
problems If thelegislature is asked for a bill which would approppiite-inoney
for children with special educational neejs, iyends,to tie apathetic. On..the
other hand, if the legislature is asked for money for children with cerebral
aegenesis, it may respond with greater enthusiasm,

., , z

The label is important obviously. I wish there were a system where children
who have these disabilities could get thehelp they need, without the stigma of
a label But-at our present level Of ignor4nce, unless we can find some kind-of
exotic label, these youngsters are not $oingto be provided with the support
which is needed to overcome their deficiencies:

7
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In summary, the person equipped to deal with ses ere reading disability may
be both a generalist in terms of Oserall knowledge and a specialist in terms of
understanding efficient reading and how to build skills. The requirements and
the competencies for this kind of generalist are being worked out right now by
many diffefent organi;ations. Hopefully, we will soon' lime a federation
which will allow us to MON e away from this conflict of reading disabilities s.
learning' disabilities.

John Dewey noted oser a half century ago that genuine eqUality of
educational opportunity is absoluiely incommensurate with equal treatment,
because people differ from one gnother in many significant ways. A losing
parent treats his children differently because he knows each ihild is unique. It
was this insight'that led Dewey to make a remark which might well become a
motto for all of us as educators. "What the best and w isest parent wants for his
own child, that must_the community want for all its children. Any other ideal
for our schools is narrow and unlosely, unless acted upon, it destroys.dur
democrky."

.

'None of us should be willing to settle los anything less.
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